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The Readers' Advisory Guide to Genre Fiction Neal
Wyatt 2001 Covering fifteen popular genres, each
chapter includes a definition of the genre, its
characteristics and appeal elements (such as
character development, story line, and frame), and its

key authors and subgenres.
Final Target Iris Johansen 2001 Following six
bestselling thrillers, Johansen returns with an
explosive new novel reprising a popular character from
"The Search". The president's daughter has fallen into
the darkness of severe catatonic trauma after
witnessing the murder of her nanny and the Secret
Service agents on duty to protect her. Melissa Riley is
attempting to help young Cassie, little knowing that
there's a dangerous international game of intrigue
under way.
The Magnificent Rogue Iris Johansen 2011-04-27
From the glittering courts of Elizabethan England to
the storm-tossed cliffs of the Scottish Highlands comes
a dazzling tale of seduction, danger, and desire by one
of America's bestselling and beloved authors, Iris
Johansen. She was a beautiful pawn in a game of love
and death. When Princess Kathryn Kentyre is
snatched from a life of captivity by the mysterious
Black Robert of Craighdu, she is torn between
absolute terror and soaring hope, He had been chosen
to protect her from the dangers surrounding her, yet
the moment he swept her away she knew this rogue of
a Scottish laird would prove a greater threat than any
she faced from her enemies. He was a warrior-chief
torn between duty and desire. Sensuous as sin itself
and wild as his native Scottish Highlands, Robert
MacDarren had no intention of settling down with one
woman. Yet the agreement he'd struck to keep the

peace required he marry the orphaned beauty and
bring her back to his castle at Craigdhu for
safekeeping. It was to be a marriage in name
only—and only for one year. He never suspected that
the meek hostage he had been promised would prove
to be this firebrand of a woman who would challenge
his mind, around his passion, and lay siege to his heart.
Wer sich umdreht oder lacht James Patterson 1996
Nachdem eine junge Frau in Todesangst und Notwehr
ihren Mann erschossen hat, gerät sie nach einem
glücklichen, aber ebenfalls tödlich endenden
Intermezzo in 2. Ehe wieder an einen mörderischen
und schlauen Wahnsinnigen. Nach dessen
gewaltsamen Tod wird sie in einem Sensationsprozess
freigesprochen, was aber noch nicht das ende ihrer
Leiden und Schrecken bedeutet.
Books Out Loud 2007
The Face of Deception The Killing Game The Search
Iris Johansen 1999 When wealthy businessman John
Logan offers her a seemingly routine job of recreating
the face of an unknown murder victim from a skull,
forensic sculptor Eve Duncan suddenly finds herself
the target of ruthless and powerful enemies who will
stop at nothing to prevent the truth from being
revealed.After the murder of her daughter Bonnie and
years of work as a forensic sculptor, Eve had hoped to
find some solace in semi-retirement. But when her
friend Joe Quinn informs her of the unearthing of
multiple bodies, including those of children, Eve cannot

resist getting caught up. Those bones may be
Bonnie's, and somewhere out there is a dangerous
serial murderer. With Joe's loyal help, Eve grimly sets
out to find a killer. Determined to remain objective, Eve
begins to reconstruct the face of one of the victims. But
the killer wants her to become involved, and
manipulates Eve's life like a puppeteer. Terrified of the
killer but spurred on by her memories of Bonnie, Eve
takes a gamble with her life. She will do whatever the
murderer demands: she will be the bait, betting her life
for the chance to save others. As part of an elite K-9
search and rescue team, Sarah Patrick and her golden
retriever, Monty, have a gift for finding what no one
else can. But their latest assignment is not like the
others. This time Sarah is being forced to take part in a
deadly mission ... by a man who knows enough about
her past to ensure her cooperation.
The Killing Game Iris Johansen 2012-07-12 A
merciless killer on the hunt . . . An innocent child in his
sights . . . A woman driven to the edge to stop him . . .
The killer knows Eve Duncan all too well. He knows
the pain she feels for her murdered daughter, Bonnie,
whose body has never been found. He knows that as
one of the nation's top forensic sculptors she'll insist on
identifying the nine skeletons unearthed on a bluff near
Georgia's Talladega Falls. He knows she won't be able
to resist the temptation of believing that one of those
skeletons might be her daughter's. But that is only the
beginning of the killer's sadistic game. He wants Eve

one on one, and he'll use his ace in the hole to make
sure she complies. And he won't stop playing until he
claims the prize he wants most: Eve's life.
Long After Midnight Iris Johansen 2003-08-26 She
wanted to save lives. The killer wanted to end hers.
The first warning was triggered hundreds of miles
away. The second warning exploded only yards from
where she and her son stood. Now Kate Denby
realizes the frightening truth: She is somebody's target.
Danger has arrived in Kate's backyard with a
vengeance. And the gifted scientist is awakening to a
nightmare world where a ruthless killer is stalking
her...where her innocent son is considered
expendable...and where the medical research to which
she has devoted her life is the same research that
could get her killed. Her only hope of protecting her
family and making that medical breakthrough is to
elude her enemy until she can face him on her own
ground, on her own terms—and destroy him.
And Then You Die Iris Johansen 2003-08-26 She
expected sunshine and balmy breezes. What she saw
was everyone's worst nightmare. Bess Grady has
heard the unmistakable sound before. She knows what
it means. But not even the eerie lament of the howling
dogs can prepare her for what has taken place in the
small village. The seasoned photojournalist had been
sent there on an easy assignment, and now she has
stumbled upon something she was never meant to
see. Amid chaos and fear, she joins forces with an

intimidating stranger, a man whose alliances are
unclear but whose methods have a way of leaving
bodies in his wake. For what she has witnessed is only
the first stage in a plan of terror that may kill us all. And
she has no choice but to stop it—or die trying....
Der Geruch der Angst Iris Johansen 2005 "Es sollte
aussehen wie eine Naturkatastrophe. Doch
Fotoreporterin Alex Graham weiß: Der Dammbruch in
Colorado, der über 100 Opfer gefordert hat, war ein
Sabotageakt"--Page 4. of cover.
Pandoras Tochter Iris Johansen 2011 Die Ärztin
Megan verfügt über übersinnliche Kräfte. Als ein
Anschlag auf sie verübt wird, versucht sie zusammen
mit dem geheimnisvollen Neal Grady herauszufinden,
was hinter ihrer gefährlichen Gabe steckt.
Talking Book Topics 2014
Mystery Women, Volume Three (Revised) Colleen
Barnett 2010-12-31 Like other fictional characters,
female sleuths may live in the past or the future. They
may represent current times with some level of reality
or shape their settings to suit an agenda. There are
audiences for both realism and escapism in the
mystery novel. It is interesting, however, to compare
the fictional world of the mystery sleuth with the world
in which readers live. Of course, mystery readers do
not share one simplistic world. They live in urban,
suburban, and rural areas, as do the female heroines
in the books they read. They may choose a book
because it has a familiar background or because it

takes them to places they long to visit. Readers may
be rich or poor; young or old; conservative or liberal.
So are the heroines. What incredible choices there are
today in mystery series! This three-volume
encyclopedia of women characters in the mystery
novel is like a gigantic menu. Like a menu, the
descriptions of the items that are provided are
subjective. Volume 3 of Mystery Women as currently
updated adds an additional 42 sleuths to the 500 plus
who were covered in the initial Volume 3. These are
more recently discovered sleuths who were introduced
during the period from January 1, 1990 to December
31, 1999. This more than doubles the number of
sleuths introduced in the 1980s (298 of whom were
covered in Volume 2) and easily exceeded the 347
series (and some outstanding individuals) described in
Volume 1, which covered a 130-year period from 18601979. It also includes updates on those individuals
covered in the first edition; changes in status, short
reviews of books published since the first edition
through December 31, 2008.
What Do I Read Next? 00 V2 Gale Group 2000-11
The Search Iris Johansen 2000 The author of The
Killing Game brings back Sarah Patrick, working
search and rescue with Monty, her golden retriever
who's part of the ATF K-9 unit, on a perilous new
assignment to locate a kidnapped scientist. 150,000
first printing.
Media Review Digest

C. Edward Wall 2002
Das verlorene Gesicht Iris Johansen 2001 Eve
Duncan, forensische Präparatorin, die sich darauf
spezialisiert hat, anhand von Schädelknochen und
einer Gesichtsmodellierung Vermisste zu identifizieren,
wird von einem reichen Industriellen beauftragt, eine
Präparation vorzunehmen. Als unter ihren Händen das
Gesicht des amtierenden Präsidenten entsteht, wird
dieser Auftrag für sie zur Gefahr.
Final Target Iris Johansen 2007-12-18 The President’s
daughter... The women determined to save her... The
man with the power to betray a nation... Melissa Riley
arrives at her sister’s isolated Virginia country home to
find herself plunged into a deadly drama. There the
renowned Dr. Jessica Riley is attempting to draw the
daughter of the President of the United States out of a
severe catatonic trauma. The last thing young Cassie
Andreas saw was an organized team ruthlessly murder
her nanny and the Secret Service agents sworn to
protect her. But to free Cassie, Melissa and Jessica
must trust a mysterious, charismatic man. Michael
Travis made his fortune in the international
underworld. He risked everything to save Cassie
during that terrible night of bloodshed. And he has
entered into a secret bargain with the President. But is
his show of concern all a treacherous charade?
Melissa and Jessica have no choice but to accept
Travis as their ally—and to follow a dangerous plan
that will lead them into the world of a killer who’ll

destroy anyone standing between him and the...Final
Target.
The Persuasion Iris Johansen 2020-06-02 When she
becomes a madman's target, Eve Duncan's daughter
Jane must team up with longtime love interest Seth
Caleb in this suspense novel from the #1 bestselling
author of Smokescreen. Forensic sculptor Eve Duncan
and ex-Navy Seal Joe Quinn are about to give Seth
Caleb their trust for the most important duty of his life:
keeping their daughter, Jane, safe at any cost. Her
talent as an artist has caught the attention of a brilliant
psychopath with a violent past. Seth, Jane's strongest
ally and fiercest protector, is determined to keep her
out of danger, but that becomes nearly impossible
when Jane is forced to take matters into her own
hands and confronts the madman who wants her for
himself . . . and wants Seth Caleb dead. As Jane and
Seth chase down their bloodthirsty adversary, they
finally commit to a life together -- in the culmination of
the epic love story that fans have been eagerly
anticipating. As the two come face to face with danger,
one thing is made clear: it will take both of them
working together to confront and defeat this evil.
Die Windbraut Iris Johansen 2005
Tänzer im Wind Iris Johansen 2005
A Summer Smile Iris Johansen 2007-11-27 From #1
New York Times bestselling author Iris Johansen
comes a classic tale of thrilling adventure and unbound
passion, as two people embark on a journey through

terror and desire…. At twenty-one, Zilah Dabala has
already survived a harrowing past. Now she’s
convinced she can handle anything on her own—even
being held hostage by a terrorist group. But Daniel is
determined to rescue her. And soon their escape
ignites an intimacy neither has ever known. Once
Daniel learns Zilah’s tragic secret, however, he fears
she may be lost to him forever. He’s defied death
many times over—but can he teach a young woman
the healing power of love? Daniel Seifert has spent his
life on the edge of danger, carrying out high-risk
security missions across the globe. But it’s more than
adventure that compels him to tempt fate yet
again—it’s a young woman in a photograph, a woman
whose warm, wise-beyond-her-years smile gives
Daniel the inexplicable feeling that he’s found
something he’s been searching for all along.
Killing Game, the 10c Hc/Aud Flr Iris Johansen 199909-01
Chaos Iris Johansen 2020-09-01 In this high-stakes
thriller, a #1 New York Times bestselling author
introduces CIA agent Alisa Flynn, who is willing to go
rogue if it means catching the most heartless band of
criminals she's ever encountered. When CIA agent
Alisa Flynn flaunts the rules by breaking into a
mansion in the middle of the night, she skillfully
circumvents alarms and outwits guards only to find
herself standing in billionaire Gabe Korgan's study . . .
busted by Korgan himself. This could cost her her job

unless, in a split second, she can turn the tables and
try to convince him to join her on the most important
mission of her life. In a ripped-from-the-headlines plot,
schoolgirls in Africa have been kidnapped, and Alisa
knows that Korgan has the courage, financial means,
and high-tech weaponry to help rescue them. With so
many innocent lives hanging in the balance, what she
doesn't reveal is that one of those schoolgirls is like a
little sister to her. But when the truth gets out, the
stakes grow even higher. Calling in additional
assistance from renowned horse whisperer Margaret
Douglas, Alisa and Gabe lay their plans, only to see
them descend into chaos as the line between right and
wrong wavers before them like a mirage. Every path is
strewn with pitfalls, each likely to get them—or the
hostages—killed. But with the help of a brave team
and a horse with the heart of a warrior, they might just
get out of this alive.
Captive Iris Johansen 2022-09-06 Eve Duncan’s
daughter Jane MacGuire seems to have found a
perfect life with Seth Caleb—until a ruthless madman
threatens to destroy it all, in this gripping suspense
novel from #1 bestselling author Iris Johansen. Jane
MacGuire is enjoying a period of domestic bliss as she
focuses on her art and her partner Seth Caleb uses his
unique abilities as an agent for the MI6 intelligence
service. But when Seth crosses crime lord Hugh
Bohdan, he incurs the wrath of one of the world’s most
powerful criminal empires…one whose tentacles reach

across the globe and even to the idyllic Scottish retreat
where Jane is working. Soon Jane is on the run,
struggling to stay one step ahead of Bohdan’s army
and his devastating high-tech weaponry. Even with the
assistance of Earl John MacDuff, she finds danger at
every turn. But with that peril comes an astonishing
discovery: a 200-year-old secret on the brink of
becoming lost to history. Jane and Seth must join
forces to unlock the fascinating puzzle, even as they
hurtle toward a lethal final confrontation in the
Highlands. But before their adventure is over, Jane
and Seth will encounter their biggest shock of all…and
realize nothing can be the same for them ever again.
Body of Lies Iris Johansen 2003-03-04 Eve Duncan,
the signature character of #1 New York Times
bestselling author Iris Johansen, thought her past was
long buried. Until she finds herself tracking a killer so
deceptive he leaves no trace behind—except for his
victims. Forensic sculptor Eve Duncan has been
summoned to Baton Rouge by a high-ranking
government official to identify the remains of an
unknown murder victim. Eve wants nothing to do with
the project. She has finally found peace from her own
tragic past, living a quiet life with Atlanta detective Joe
Quinn and her adopted daughter, Jane. Then a
stunning series of seemingly unrelated events turns
Eve’s new world upside down. Now, in a special
government facility, she takes on the project of
identifying the victim’s skeleton. But she hasn’t even

begun when another death occurs. Someone totally
ruthless, who can strike anywhere at any time and with
seeming immunity, is determined to put a halt to her
work, her life, and the lives of those she loves. Eve has
stumbled onto a chilling conspiracy. There is only one
person who can give her the devastating truth . . . and
he’s already dead.
The Ugly Duckling Iris Johansen 2011-05-04 If fate
suddenly made you more beautiful that you ever
dreamed possible, would it be the beginning of a fairy
tale, or your worst nightmare? The brutal attack should
have killed anybody, but Nell Calder did more than
survive. She emerged a woman transformed, with an
exquisite beauty found only in fairy tales. Nell Calder
deserved a happy ending. Instead, her descent into
terror has just begun. Her attacker is still on the hunt,
determined to finish what he's started. And Nell,
protected by a new face, is just as determined to fight
back and take her revenge. But to catch her prey, she
will have to expose herself—even if it makes her a
killer's prime target.
The Golden Barbarian Iris Johansen 2011-05-11 From
the halls of a palatial prison to the hot sands of an
endless desert . . . Here is a timeless story of love and
adventure set among hills of gold, warring tribes, and
fabled kingdoms—the story of a fearless princess and
a barbarian sheikh. . . . She was a ravishing pawn in a
game of politics and passion. . . . Flaunting the
oppressive destiny decreed for her by the kingdom of

Tamrovia, Princess Theresa Christina Rubinoff struck
a sensual bargain with a handsome barbarian
chieftain. She vowed to play his seductive game,
surrendering herself to his will, all the while determined
to fight for her independence in a land that considered
women only as playthings. He was a desert warrior
king, driven by passion and pride. . . . Mysterious as
the desert night, rich as Midas, Galen Ben Raschid
swept Tess away to his palace in exotic Sedikhan,
offering her freedom in exchange for the marriage that
would join their kingdoms. A man surrounded by
enemies, he would make her a slave to his passion in
order to bind her to his side, little knowing that when
he took the captivating princess as his bride, he would
lose his heart. . . .
Library Journal 1999
The Killing Game Iris Johansen 2003-08-26 A
merciless killer on the hunt...an innocent child in his
sights...a woman driven to the edge to stop him... The
killer knows Eve Duncan all too well. He knows the
pain she feels for her murdered daughter, Bonnie,
whose body has never been found. He knows that as
one of the nation's top forensic sculptors she'll insist on
identifying the nine skeletons unearthed on a bluff near
Georgia's Talladega Falls. He knows she won't be able
to resist the temptation of believing that one of those
skeletons might be her daughter's. But that is only the
beginning of the killer's sadistic game. He wants Eve
one on one, and he'll use his ace in the hole to make

sure she complies. And he won't stop playing until he
claims the prize he wants most: Eve's life.
The Killing Game: An Eve Duncan Novel 2 Iris
Johansen 2001-05-02 A merciless killer on the
hunt...an innocent child in his sights... a woman driven
to the edge to stop him... The killer knows Eve Duncan
all too well. He knows the pain she feels for her
murdered daughter, Bonnie, whose body has never
been found. He knows that as one of the nation's top
forensic sculptors she'll insist on identifying the nine
skeletons unearthed on a bluff near Georgia's
Talladega Falls. He knows she won't be able to resist
the temptation of believing that one of those skeletons
might be her daughter's. But that is only the beginning
of the killer's sadistic game. He wants Eve one on one,
and he'll use his ace in the hole to make sure she
complies. And he won't stop playing until he claims the
prize he wants most: Eve's life.
The Bullet Iris Johansen 2021-06-08 From a #1 New
York Times bestselling author, a woman finally gets
her happily-ever-after ending with the man she
loves—until a woman on the run shows up on her
doorstep with enough secrets to get them all killed.
The Tiger Prince Iris Johansen 2009-07-29 The
heather-scented hills of the Scottish highlands come to
life in a mesmerizing novel about a wickedly disturbing
man who transforms a hardheaded businesswoman
into a willing slave of passion.
Bodenlose Tiefe

Iris Johansen 2006
The Face of Deception Iris Johansen 2003-08-26 An
unidentified skull... A trail of terrifying secrets... And a
woman whose talented hands could reveal the
shocking truth... As a forensic sculptor, Eve Duncan
helps identify the dead from their skulls. Her own
daughter murdered and her body never found, the job
is Eve's way of coming to terms with her personal
nightmare. But more terror lies ahead when she
accepts work from billionaire John Logan. Beneath her
gifted hands a face emerges from the skull he has
given her to reconstruct—a face no one was ever
meant to see. Now Eve is trapped in a frightening web
of murder and deceit. Powerful enemies are
determined to cover up the truth, and they will make
certain that truth goes to the grave...even if Eve gets
buried with it.
Reap the Wind Iris Johansen 2002-08-27 An elusive
killer . . . a deadly obsession . . . and a woman who
must destroy him—or become his next victim. Some
would kill to know what Caitlin Vasaro knows. For the
secrets she’s kept hidden all her life are the kind that
the rich and the powerful will do anything to possess.
But not even Caitlin knows how much danger she is
in—or how far someone will go to hunt her down. But
she is about to find out when she enters a business
deal with the mysterious and charismatic Alex Karazov
and joins the hunt for one of the world’s most coveted
treasures, the Wind Dancer, an ancient statue of

legendary beauty and power. But Kazarov is a
dangerous man who has an even more dangerous
enemy and suddenly Caitlin is thrust into a shadow
world of intrigue and deception, unable to trust anyone,
not even the one man who can help. Now she must
outsmart the cleverest of killers, a psychopath
obsessed with the Wind Dancer whose ruthless plan
spans continents and whose lethal rampage won’t stop
at one death . . . or two . . . or even three—not until he
finally gets what he wants: the secret Caitlin will die to
keep.
Stachel der Begierde Iris Johansen 2006
Chasing the Night Iris Johansen 2011-04-19 A CIA
agent's two-year-old child was stolen in the night as a
brutal act of vengeance. Now, eight years later, this
torment is something Catherine Ling awakens to every
day. Her friends, family, and colleagues tell her to let
go, move on, accept that her son is never coming
back. But she can't. Catherine needs to find someone
as driven and obsessed as she is to help her— and
that person is Eve Duncan. She knows that Eve
shares her nightmare, since closure is also something
that eludes Eve after the disappearance of her
daughter Bonnie. Now, Eve must take her talents as a
forensic sculptor to another level, using age
progression as a way to unite Catherine with her child.
As Eve gets drawn deeper into Catherine's horror, she
must face looming demons of her own. Bonnie's killer
is still out there. And a new killer is taunting Eve and

Catherine at every turn. Is Catherine's son alive, or
not? These two women endure the worst fear any
mother can imagine in Iris Johansen's thrill ride, a gutwrenching journey into the darkest places of the soul,
in Chasing the Night.
The Wind Dancer Iris Johansen 2010-10-27 A hidden
killer . . . A conspiracy of treachery. . . And two people
caught in the most desperate game of all . . . In
Renaissance Italy, intrigue is as intricate as carved
cathedral doors, but none is so captivating as that
surrounding the prized Wind Dancer, the lost treasure
of a family—and of the man who will stop at nothing to
reclaim it. Lionello Andreas is bound by his vow to
guard the exquisite statue. But to recover what is
rightfully his, he will need the help of a thief—one he
can control body and soul. He finds his answer on the
treacherous backstreets of Florence, in a sharp-witted
young woman whose poverty leaves her no choice.
But in the end, the allure of the Wind Dancer, and the
ruthlessness of those who would possess her, will
catapult them both into a terrifying realm where death
may be the most merciful escape.
Komm, dunkle Nacht : Roman Iris Johansen 2003
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